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public support that encouraged the 

team since the minutes of heating. In 

addition to Ghana, which beat the 

pions gearshift in charge, the new 

favorite of the tournament that will end 

in two weeks, is Senegal, but 

yesterday at the camp Monteros- know 

has worked hard with bia GAM: after 

0-0 decreed by the field, the lottery of 

the penalty has therefore awarded the 

Senegal, which has prevailed 4-2, 

winning the coupon for the second nal 

semifi- against Albania. The two 

matches will be played domeni- ca 

next, at 15 and 17 at the municipal 

field of Zanica. The finals for the 

3rd-4th place and for 1st and 2nd 

place will be played instead of the 

following Sunday, 17 down- gno, 

always in Zanica. The tournament is 

organized by the CSI in collaboration 

with L'Eco di Bergamo, CI sl, the 

Community Foundation of Bergamo,

Sergio Cotti

the game had ended sul- 1-1. The only 

ones to come out in regular time were 

dun- que champions of Ma- rocco, 

defeated 3-1 by Ghana the Celadina 

al.

A fall that hurts, but- turata in the 

second half of a tense game even 

while In return, especially the ending. 

The first fraction had already closed 

sul- 1-0, but in the second half of the 

two errors Moroccan keeper, who 

became tuck just 60 seconds after the 

interval and again two minutes before 

the final whistle, the partial 2-1, have 

effectively put an end to the ambitions 

of the Cam-pion. "After the fourth DEL- 

last year, we prepared so much for this 

edition - said Angelo Koomson, tore 

allena- Ghana -. During the year we 

signed up a CIS championship and 

many of these re calciato- play 

together for a long time. " In the 

semifinals Ghana will face the Ivory 

Coast that the sem- pre Celadina, beat 

Bolivia 5-3 on penalties, DO- while the 

normal time had ended 1-1.

The results

Eliminate favorite formations, 

Morocco and Burkina Faso. They 

spend Ghana, Ivory Coast, Senegal 

and Albania

A day of strong emotions, 

on the pitch and in the stands, and 

especially rich in surprising outlets, 

enough to defeat all odds, thus giving a 

final tournament of unprecedented, and 

therefore even more appassionan- you. 

The quarterfinals of dodice- sima 

edition of Bergamondo delivered to the 

annals unexpected re- sults, the result 

of very balanced games, finished three 

out of four penalty kicks. The real news 

is that both favored the eve of the 

formation tions of Morocco and Burkina 

Faso, respectively champion and 

finalist of 2017, were eliminated from 

the tournament. In SE- mifinale 

flywheel however well three African 

teams, Ghana, is Co- Ivory and 

Senegal; challenge them to a European 

education, Albania, capable of 

Monterosso yesterday on the field, 

defeating Burkina Faso 7-6 on 

penalties after

Bergamondo, three African semifinal

A moment of the thrilling match between Ghana and Morocco Bedolis PHOTOSA moment of the thrilling match between Ghana and Morocco Bedolis PHOTOS

Competition

Great participation. Give the keys 

to the winners. The Director 

Pizzagalli "Coming surprises»

Prizes were awarded 

yesterday by the director of Oriocenter 

Rug- gero Pizzagalli the five winners 

will Fortuna- "5 Cinquecento", the 

contest sponsored by the mall Orio 

Open- from 28 to the 31 May. The 

initia- goes, who started from 

compilazio- it a special postcard every 

40 euro spent in any Ne- Gozio the 

mall, saw the partici- pation of well 

70,000 visit- bulls. Five Cinquecento 

Lounge offered as prizes by Orio- 

center. The winners, drawn to the 

presence of a notary and listed sorted 

by Stella Sirtori, are Erica Foresti 

Grassobbio, Michela Mazzucchetti of 

Bergamo, Alice Ghezzi of Caprino 

Bergamasco and Catherine Moon of 

Udine and Lo- renzo chicks Stezzano. 

"It was a thrill over the keys of these 

cars - empha- nea Pizzagalli -. Orio 

has always promoted such initiatives 

already in July we will sa- new 

surprises. " From now until June 17, 

the com- mercial gallery exhibition of 

Mo- delli historical means of 

Carabinieri Carabinieri, on the 

occasion of the 204th anniversary of 

the Corps Mi- tate.

Laura Arrighetti

Oriocenter 

70,000 cards 

Won five 

Cinquecento

In the province

Adherence to the Protocol: spaces to 

support exchange programs among 

young students of Bergamo and 

European

A bridge between Bergamo 

and Europe, starting with the most 

Giovan rooms. The project "Young 

Ideas for Europe", an initiative that 

aims to build an inter- national network 

involving the upper secondary schools 

of the old continent (in addition to 

institutions, associa- tions, companies 

and training agencies) walking more 

briskly, even in Ter- ra orobica: the 

provincial cial Council approved the 

accession of Via Tasso the 

memorandum of understanding which 

adds another mat- tone to this path. 

Bringing young people beyond the 

borders, put them in touch, provide 

experiences. For over ten years the 

binding "Young Ideas' work in que-'s 

direction, promoting manually an- 

competitions for schools and reflection 

on European citizenship, cul- ture, civil 

coexistence. Specifically, the Province 

provides the network "Young Ideas" an 

office in Via Tasso Bergamo to decline 

in key initiatives, and is committed to 

sup- lead and promote the dissemi- 

gation; the paths promoted 

circumstances will leak more so among 

the schools of Bertolt gamasca, thanks 

to the activities of the Education and 

Service Office Europe of the Province. 

"We are delighted to support Young 

Ideas, who for years worked for 

estimated molar younger generations 

in Europe on future topics

- says Matteo Rossi, pre-dent of the 

Province -. Que- am is the project that 

brings Bergamasca accounts for the 

highest number of male students in 

Europe and European students here in 

Bergamo, semi nando relationships, 

hope, PA- there. " The MoU was 

presented by Giampietro Beni-ach, 

President dell'associazio- it: "Our 

mission is en- chicane encounter and 

intercultural dialogue between young 

people of the European Union for the 

potential foodsafe educational insi- you 

in different culture- identity

there. We aim to develop joint European 

identity based on common historical and 

cultural experiences, from the 

valorization of pluralism of Community 

reality and confrontation from the 

exchange of ideas and experiences, 

from reflection on the future. " In the 

"network" aderi- already scono 

Mascheroni and Lussana high schools in 

the city, the school Turoldo of Zogno, 

the Engim of Valbrembo. This year's 

final round was held in Kaposvar, 

Hungary.
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Young ideas in 

Europe An 

office in Via 

Tasso

The palace of the Province

Contest winners

The Ghanaian team celebrates qualification to semifinals
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